“Basically I just clean up used oil and add diesel fuel to it. It makes a very cheap fuel
and I haven’t had any problems,” says Gerry Rosenboom.

System consists of a 300-gal. bulk tank and two 55-gal. barrels spaced about 15 ft.
apart. A 12-volt pump with a filter and valve system are positioned between them.
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Simple System Turns Waste Oil Into Diesel Fuel
Gerry Rosenboom, Mena, Ark., recently
called FARM SHOW to say he’s come up
with a simple system for turning waste oil
into fuel to power his diesel tractors and
pickup.
“Basically I just clean up used oil and add
diesel fuel to it. It makes a very cheap fuel
and I haven’t had any problems,” says
Rosenboom, who set the system up in his
garage. “My total cost was less than $1,000.”
The system consists of a 300-gal. bulk tank
and two 55-gal. barrels spaced about 15 ft.
apart. A 12-volt pump with a filter and valve
system are positioned between them. There
are three filters in line. The last filter is fitted with a magnet specially designed for
engine oil. It picks up particles down to 1 1/
2 microns in size. Waste oil is delivered to
Rosenboom’s farm and stored in the 300-gal.
tank, where any water and solid particles
settle to the bottom.
The first step is to pour a 5-gal. can of diesel fuel into the mixing barrel. To make a
3:1 mix he then pumps in 15 gal. of waste
oil. Using a 3-ft. long paint mixer attached
to a portable drill, he mixes the oil and diesel for about three minutes. Then he puts the
lid back on the barrel, opens a pair of valves,
and turns on the 12-volt pump to send the
mixture through the filters and into the 55gal. “fill” barrel.

After shutting off both valves to the barrels and opening up two other valves, he
turns on the pump again to reverse the flow
and filter the mixture a second time. A hose
and nozzle at the fill barrel is used to fuel up
vehicles or to pump the final mixture out to
a storage barrel.
“If you had told me six months ago that
this idea would work, I’d have said you were
smoking funny cigarettes,” says Rosenboom.
“I have a guy deliver the waste oil to me
at a price of $1 per gallon. He has his own
business picking up waste oil. It eliminates
the need to run around to a lot of service stations myself. I let the raw oil sit for one or
two weeks so the water and solid particles
settle out to the bottom before I mix it with
diesel fuel.”
He says he came up with the idea two years
ago. “I thought about pressing my own soybeans, but I’m a cow-calf operator with 100
cows so I don’t have the time to process oil.
I’m not adding any chemicals or cleaning
solutions to the diesel fuel so I haven’t seen
any buildup of gunk on the fuel injectors.
The stored fuel doesn’t appear to separate at
all. It looks thin and dark instead of gummy
like pure oil.”
Rosenboom has four tractors that he operates on a 4:1 mix of waste oil to diesel fuel,
and he says they all run good. “By trial and

error I’ve learned that if there’s too much
oil the engine will smoke a lot. Also, one of
my tractors is an early 1960’s model and the
oil-diesel fuel makes it a little hard to start.
“I use a 2:1 mix in my 1999 Dodge 4-WD
pickup equipped with a Cummins diesel engine, and it loves it. It starts quicker, and idle
engine rpm’s increased from 850 to 900 with
no other modifications to the engine. I don’ t
know why the engine rpm’s go up - maybe
because the cleaned-up oil frees up engine
parts.”
The economics are definitely favorable,
says Rosenboom. As an example, he points
to the 50 gallons of fuel he recently made at
a 4:1 ratio. “I used 10 gallons of farm diesel
at a cost of $4.34 per gallon, for a total diesel cost of $43.40. I used 40 gallons of used
oil for a total oil cost of $40. So my total
cost was $83.40, which comes out to $1.69
per gallon. That’s a savings of $133.60,” says
Rosenboom.
A custom baler friend of his, who makes
10,000 round bales a year, recently set up
his own system after looking at
Rosenboom’s. “He has three tractors for operating a mower, rake, and baler and uses
7,500 gallons of diesel fuel per year. Sometimes he goes through 75 gallons per day to
keep all the tractors going. He gets his waste
oil for nothing and doesn’t even measure it.

He just dumps it into a filter system that he
set up on each of his tractors. Each filter has
a magnet. Sometimes he barely gets any diesel fuel in the mix so he’s running the tractor almost on straight waste oil. I don’t recommend that because it might cause problems, especially in cold weather.”
He paid $179 for the 12-volt pump. “I used
a small pump because I didn’t want to build
up too much pressure and bypass the filters.
The pump has a capacity of 330 gallons per
hour or 5 1/2 gallons per minute. You could
make a less expensive system using a $20
barrel pump.
“If you want to try this idea without spending a lot of money, go buy five gallons of
diesel fuel and mix it with 10 gallons of new
oil, then dump it in your diesel-powered car
or pickup. That’ll prove to you this idea really works.”
Rosenboom says if there’s enough interest he’s willing to supply a detailed parts list
and plumbing diagram for sale.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup,
Gerry Rosenboom, 5515 Hwy. 8 West,
Mena, Ark. 71953 (ph 479 394-5817;
glr@Arkansas.net).

Commercial System Turns Waste Oil Into Fuel
Why buy diesel fuel if you can use your waste
oil in the tank? MyBioFuelBuddy can be used
on waste petroleum fluids and vegetable oils,
fresh or used. The filtration system removes
metal particles, water, antifreeze, glycerin and
other contaminants. Marvin Neufeld developed the filtration system to be portable so
he could take it along when he is custom combining. He and his son Deric now offer key
components and a building plan for do-ityourselfers.
“I’ve run waste engine oil through my filtration system and used it in two Detroit Series 60 diesel engines in Volvo semis,” says
Neufeld. “The waste oil/diesel mix cleared
up a knocking problem the engines had. They
have never run as smoothly as they do now.”
Neufeld credits the extra lubrication for
clearing up the knocking. He says the filtered
oil also has more BTU value than diesel fuel,
and the engines generate more horsepower.
He recommends starting off with a 10%
oil blend and gradually adding higher levels
of filtered oil to diesel fuel. Most engines, he
says, can handle a 50-50 blend, though some
can go higher.

The main components in the system are
mesh screens, three magnets and a set of four
mesh tubes in the bottom of the tank. Neufeld
first runs used oil through a separator tank,
where most water and heavy sludge are removed. Then he pumps it through a 149-micron suction strainer with replaceable filter.
It then runs across the magnets and through
a one-micron filter and into the tank, where
material in the tubes attract and solidify liquid contaminants.
“Each of the four tubes has about half a
pound of material that absorbs the water, paraffin, antifreeze, etc. from the oil,” explains
Neufeld. “A teaspoon of the material will turn
a cup of water into Jell-O.”
He adds that as the material in the tubes is
activated to hold the non-oil liquids, the tubes
begin to fill. When the ends bulge out of the
tubes, it ‘s time to replace them.
While the system can be used to filter glycerin and water out of vegetable oils, Neufeld
notes that vegetable oil, new or used, doesn’t
have the BTU qualities of waste engine oil.
He adds that it also quickly uses up the filtration medium in the tubes.

The kit with the five-stage filtration system components includes a 30-page building plan as well as more
than 65 pictures to illustrate the building process.
Neufeld says the system can also be used as a transfer pump. Building plans with the basic filtration system are priced at $499.95. Other components are available separately. A complete kit with all parts and instructions is available for $1,495.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, DJN Direct,
P.O. Box 322, Havre, Montana 59501 (ph 406 2655715; toll free 888 260-9079; support@
mybiofuelbuddy.com; www.mybiofuelbuddy.
comBuild_Plans_Kit. html).

Portable BioFuelBuddy
filtration system removes
contaminants from waste
petroleum fluids and
vegetable oils.
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